DRAFT REGULATION ON GUIDELINES FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE TRANS-EUROPEAN TRANSPORT NETWORK - MAPS OF THE COMPREHENSIVE AND THE CORE NETWORKS
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Maps of the comprehensive and the core network - legend
Map finder chart for EU member states
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EU member states
Core network: inland waterways and ports; railways (freight), ports and rail-road terminals (RRT)
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EU member states
Core network: railways (passengers) and airports; roads, ports, rail-road terminals (RRT) and airports
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Denmark, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Finland and Sweden
Comprehensive and core networks: inland waterways and ports; railways, ports and rail-road terminals (RRT); railways (freight), ports and rail-road terminals (RRT)
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Denmark, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Finland and Sweden
Comprehensive network: railways and airports
Core network: railways (passengers) and airports
Comprehensive and core networks: roads, ports, rail-road terminals and airports
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Ireland and United Kingdom
Comprehensive and core networks: inland waterways and ports
Comprehensive network: railways, ports and rail-road terminals (RRT)
Core network: railways (freight), ports and rail-road terminals (RRT)
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Ireland and United Kingdom
Comprehensive network: railways and airports
Core network: railways (passengers) and airports
Comprehensive and core networks: roads, ports, rail-road terminals and airports
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Belgium, France, Luxembourg and The Netherlands
Comprehensive and core networks: inland waterways and ports
Comprehensive network: railways, ports and rail-road terminals (RRT)
Core network: railways (freight), ports and rail-road terminals (RRT)
Belgium, France, Luxembourg and The Netherlands
Comprehensive network: railways and airports
Core network: railways (passengers) and airports
Comprehensive and core networks: roads, ports, rail-road terminals and airports

Belgium, Luxembourg and The Netherlands
Comprehensive and core networks: inland waterways and ports
Comprehensive network: railways, ports and rail-road terminals (RRT)
Core network: railways (freight), ports and rail-road terminals (RRT)

Belgium, Luxembourg and The Netherlands
Comprehensive network: railways and airports
Core network: railways (passengers) and airports
Comprehensive and core networks: roads, ports, rail-road terminals and airports

Germany, Austria and Slovenia
Comprehensive and core networks: inland waterways and ports
Comprehensive network: railways, ports and rail-road terminals (RRT)
Core network: railways (freight), ports and rail-road terminals (RRT)

Germany, Austria and Slovenia
Comprehensive network: railways and airports
Core network: railways (passengers) and airports
Comprehensive and core networks: roads, ports, rail-road terminals and airports

Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland and Slovakia
Comprehensive and core networks: inland waterways and ports
Comprehensive network: railways, ports and rail-road terminals (RRT)
Core network: railways (freight), ports and rail-road terminals (RRT)

Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland and Slovakia
Comprehensive network: railways and airports
Core network: railways (passengers) and airports
Comprehensive and core networks: roads, ports, rail-road terminals and airports

Spain and Portugal
Comprehensive and core networks: inland waterways and ports
Comprehensive network: railways, ports and rail-road terminals (RRT)
Core network: railways (freight), ports and rail-road terminals (RRT)
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Spain and Portugal
Comprehensive network: railways and airports
Core network: railways (passengers) and airports
Comprehensive and core networks: roads, ports, rail-road terminals and airports
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Italy and Malta
Comprehensive and core networks: inland waterways and ports
Comprehensive network: railways, ports and rail-road terminals (RRT)
Core network: railways (freight), ports and rail-road terminals (RRT)
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Italy and Malta
Comprehensive network: railways and airports
Core network: railways (passengers) and airports
Comprehensive and core networks: roads, ports, rail-road terminals and airports
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Bulgaria and Romania
Comprehensive and core networks: inland waterways and ports
Comprehensive network: railways, ports and rail-road terminals (RRT)
Core network: railways (freight), ports and rail-road terminals (RRT)
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Bulgaria and Romania
Comprehensive network: railways and airports
Core network: railways (passengers) and airports
Comprehensive and core networks: roads, ports, rail-road terminals and airports
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Greece and Cyprus
Comprehensive and core networks: inland waterways and ports
Comprehensive network: railways, ports and rail-road terminals (RRT)
Core network: railways (freight), ports and rail-road terminals (RRT)
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Greece and Cyprus
Comprehensive network: railways and airports
Core network: railways (passengers) and airports
Comprehensive and core networks: roads, ports, rail-road terminals and airports
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List of nodes of the core network
Indicative maps of the trans-European transport network extended to specific third countries
Map finder chart for neighbouring countries

**Norway and Iceland**

- Comprehensive and core networks: inlands, waterways and ports
- Comprehensive network: railways, ports and rail-road terminals (RRT)
- Core network: railways (freight), ports and rail-road terminals (RRT)

**Switzerland-Liechtenstein**

- Comprehensive and core networks: inlands, waterways and ports
- Comprehensive network: railways, ports and rail-road terminals (RRT)
- Core network: railways (freight), ports and rail-road terminals (RRT)

**Western Balkans Region**

- Comprehensive network: inlands, waterways and ports; railways, ports and rail-road terminals (RRT)

**Turkey**

- Comprehensive network: inland waterways and ports; railways, ports and rail-road terminals (RRT)